
curiosity  
is as much a parent of attention  
as attention is to memory 

Richard Whately  
(logician, 1787-1863)observation 



observation 
bring least one new product opportunity to the team

deliverable in lab 

curiosity  
is as much a parent of attention  
as attention is to memory 

it’s a mini quiz!



write your name on the top of your index card

how many fasteners are used to attach 
your chair’s arm onto it’s frame?

it’s a mini quiz!
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introduction a captivating opening line. Why care?
5 seconds

concept
10 seconds 
opportunity/problem, user and purchaser 

description
15 seconds 
high-level product components, and how it’s used

context market potential and product viability
5 seconds 

differentiation how does it differ from similar products?
5 seconds

closing memorable, overarching value proposition
5 seconds



1 introduction a captivating opening line. Why care?
5 seconds

15 seconds 

Imagine not being able to write your own name.  

To nearly a million Parkinson's patients in the US,  

this is their reality.



15 seconds Patients with Parkinson’s find daily 

motions difficult due to the tremors in 

the hands and extremities, with Animo 

we can return autonomy and 

independence back into the lives of 

millions through vibrational therapy

2concept
10 seconds 
opportunity/problem, user and purchaser 
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introduction

concept
description

15 seconds 
high-level product components, and how it’s used

context

differentiation

closing

Animo sits on a user’s wrist like a watch. 

With the touch of a button, it identifies the 

optimal vibration to help reduce tremors and 

regain fine motor skills.
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introduction

concept

description

context market potential and product viability
5 seconds 

closing

differentiation

There are more than 200,000 patients diagnosed 

every year that can receive great benefits like 

regaining fine motor skills with minimal intrusion.
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introduction

concept

description

context

differentiation how does it differ from similar products?
5 seconds

closing

Unlike harsh drugs and invasive 

procedures, Animo provides a safe and 

discrete solution for Parkinson’s patients.
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introduction

concept

description

context

differentiation
closing memorable, overarching value proposition

5 seconds

With Animo, Parkinson's patients can 

regain independence and control of their 

lives. Let tremors go with Animo.
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introduction a captivating opening line. Why care?
5 seconds

concept
10 seconds 
opportunity/problem, user and purchaser 

description
15 seconds 
high-level product components, and how it’s used

context market potential and product viability
5 seconds 

differentiation how does it differ from similar products?
5 seconds

closing memorable, overarching value proposition
5 seconds

practice!  



practice!  
Thursday evening, see scheduling tool on website

sessions with communication instructors 





2 min 20 sec





24x36, portrait
jpg, 150 dpi

5 PM Thursday 
10 PM Purple and Silver 









hm



hmm. It’s a bit cheesy!







poster mounting 



poster mounting 
See scheduling tool on website
Thursday 7-11 PM 

See scheduling tool on website
Friday 9-10:30 AM, Purple and Silver

\



a product opportunity  
user problem + idea + market + doable

poster mounting 



a product opportunity  2020   



2020   video lecture on poster graphics

a product opportunity  



a product opportunity  
user problem + idea + market + doable



I have an idea! 







write your name on the top of your index card



it’s a mini quiz!
write your name on the top of your index card

what question do you need to answer for technical feasibility?  



power?run time?

write your name on the top of your index card



another mini quiz!
write your name on the top of your index card

do you know of any existing products that can melt foam?  

power?



write your name on the top of your index card

do you know of any other products that can melt foam?  



write your name on the top of your index card

do you know of any other products that can melt foam?  



write your name on the top of your index card

do you know of any other products that can melt foam?  



write your name on the top of your index card

do you know of any other products that can melt foam?  



do you know of any other products that can melt foam?  



20 watts



20 watts

another, another mini quiz!
write your name on the top of your index card

use the soldering iron metaphor to 
estimate the foam cutter’s power  



20 watts
6 cm2

20w / 6cm2

3 w/cm2



3 w/cm2

0.2 mm dia
15 cm long
1 cm2

3 w/cm2 x 1 cm2

3 w



3 w
power?



3 w
power?





engineering estimation 

back of the envelope
order of magnitude calculations 

user problem + idea + market + doable

explore the feasibility ideas and potential degree 
of difficulty quickly, even though many details are 
unresolved

why? 

analysis analog of a sketch! 



feasibility estimation 
1  have an idea!

approach

2 what worries you?
3 develop/ideate analogous models
4 work the numbers, check units
5 decide if your estimate is reasonable





design



?
ideate.

design



ideate.

model.



model.

ideate.

test!



test!

model.

ideate.



ideate.

test!

model.



model.

ideate.

test!



test!

model.



















ideation challenge! 



ideation challenge! 



ideation challenge! 
propose a fun,



ideation challenge! 
propose a fun,

2 or more person wood carrying contraption



ideation challenge! 
propose a fun,

2 or more person wood carrying contraption

that is human powered!



ideation challenge! 
propose a fun,

2 or more person wood carrying contraption

that is human powered!

10 minutes



estimation challenge! 



estimation challenge! 

how fast with your vehicle travel? 
250W per person 3 minutes



7 PM today in Pappa
posters in illustrator 


